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Notations and terminology follows [8] . For any space X we denote by r(X) its topology. X(X) denotes the character of X, i.e., the smallest cardinal cy such that every point of X has a local base of cardinality not exceeding Q.
Recall that a Hausdorff space X is H-closed provided that every open cover of X has a finite subfamily whose union is dense in X.
The starting point of this paper was the study of two questions discussed in [4] . These questions were in turn motivated by an attempt to generalize the cardinal inequality 1x1 < 2Xcx), proved true for every H-closed space X by Dow and Porter [6] .
In fact, the notion of H-closed space may be weakened either to the notion of almost
Lindelof space-X is almost Lindelof if every open cover y has a countable subfamily y' such that X = U{Cl, U: U E r'} -or to the notion of H-set-X is an H-set in Y if every family y of open subsets of Y satisfying X c U y has a finite subfamily y' such that X c U{Cly U: U E r'}.
Following [4] , we then have:
Question A. Does the inequality 1x1 < 2Xcx) hold for every almost Lindelof Hausdorff space X?
Question B. Does the inequality 1x1 < 2 X(y) hold for any H-set X of the Hausdorff space Y?
In spite of the fact that the first question has a positive answer if the space has a dense subset of isolated points (see [6] ) and both questions have a positive answer if restricted to the class of Urysohn spaces (see [4, 5] ), we will show below that in the general case both of them have a negative answer. This will be achieved as a consequence of some results on embeddings into first countable spaces having certain "H-closed like properties".
The following generalization of the notion of H-set plays an important role in our constructions. Proof. A routine verification.
0
Given a space X, we say that a filter U c r(X) has the weak countable intersection property if for every countable U' c U n {Clx U: U E 24') # 0.
Definition 4.
We call a space X weakly realcompact iff every ultrafilter U c r(X) having the weak countable intersection property has a nonempty adherence.
It is known, that a regular space is weakly realcompact iff it is the perfect continuous image of a realcompact space [8, Exercise 6U] .
Recall that a space has countable closed pseudo character if every point is the intersection of countably many closed neighbourhoods. Notice that, by the irreducibility of f,
if V E T(Y)\(~) then f#(V) E T-(X)\(B).
The first step is to show that Y is weakly realcompact. To this end, let V C r(Y) be an ultrafilter with the weak countable intersection property and let f#V = {f"(V): V E V}. Clearly, f#V is a filter and so we may fix an ultrafilter 24 c r(X) such that f#V c 24. To finish, assume by contradiction that IX/ is a measurable cardinal and let
be the topological sum of the corresponding subspaces of Y. Since each f-'(x) is compact, it follows that T is not realcompact. Let g : T + Y be the identity, which is of course a continuous map, and consider the extension g : VT + Y. VT denotes the Hewitt realcompactification of T. Select some p E uT\T and let I% E X be the unique
is a Gg in Y, it follows that the set Define an extender 4 : r(X) + r(Y) by letting 4(U) = U U U x w x X. It is easy to check that d has the required properties.
To prove that X is relatively H-closed in Y, assume by contradiction that there exists a free filter F c r(Y) which meets X. The set Fx = {U n X: U E _F} is a free filter contained in T(X) and therefore there exists some u E j? so that Fx c 'IL. We claim that u is a cluster point for 3. For this, take any n E w and any U E: F. Clearly,
U,(~)n(UnX)f0
d an consequently Cly W, (TV) n U # 0. Since U is open, it follows that \Vn(u) n U # 8 and our claim holds.
This contradiction shows that X is relatively H-closed in Y. Next, assume by contradiction that Y is not weakly realcompact and hence there exists a free open ultrafilter U on Y having the weak countable intersection property. Since X has nonmeasurable cardinality by Corollary 6, so has 2. Consequently, Y\X, being the free sum of a nonmeasurable set of weakly realcompact spaces, is itself weakly realcompact. Then for every countable subfamily U' c U we have n { ~1~ U: u E u'j n x f 0.
We claim that V = {U n X: G(U) E 24) 1 is a f ree ultrafilter on X having the weak countable intersection property. Taking U, V c X, such that U n V = 0 and U U V dense inX, we haveg$(U)n+$(V) = 0 and$(U)U$(V) d ense in Y. Therefore, either 4(U) or qS(V) must belong to U. It follows that either U E V or V E li and so V is an ultrafilter on X. Furthermore, for every countable subfamily V' c V we have n { clx u u E q = n { ~1~ $(u): u E VI} n x f 0.
This shows that li has the weak countable intersection property and our claim holds, This contradicts the fact that X is weakly realcompact and we are done. 0
The previous theorem may also be reversed V, = X\{Cly IV, n X}. We claim that V, E U for some n E w. Indeed, otherwise, each Cly IV, n X should contain some member of the ultrafilter 24, in contrast with the fact that nnEw Cly W, n X = 8. Thus take some R E w for which V, E U. We have Y\ Cly W, n X = V,, E U and consequently Y\Cly IV,, E U'. But (Y\ Cly Wn) rl IV, = 0 and we reach to a contradiction as y is a cluster point for IA'. 0
Combining the previous two theorems, we immediately get: The construction made in Theorem 7 is clearly not sufficient to get the counterexamples to questions A and B we are looking for. However, we will see that such construction can be further manipulated in a fruitful way. We start with the following lemma. Proof. First note that Cly W(U) n X = Clx U(U). Th e conclusion follows by applying the result that the Katetov extension r;X = X U 2 is H-closed. 0
Lemma 13. Let X be a HausdorfSspace and Y = XU (X x w x 2) Ug be the Hausdofl space constructed in Theorem 7 containing X as a closed nowhere dense set. For each 21 E 2, let V(u) E 21 and W(u) = (U(zb) x w x {u})
In connection with Question B, we have the following: The space in Theorem 14 is far from being almost Lindelof, as it has a dense set of isolated points. Thus, to deal with Question A, we will use Theorem 7 in a different manner. We conclude the paper with one more remark on the notion of relatively H-closed sets. Among all closed subsets of a Hausdorff space we can distinguish the class of all compact subsets, the class of all H-closed subspaces, the class of all H-sets and now also the class of all closed relatively H-closed sets. It is clear that these classes are properly contained one in the other in the given order and it was shown (see, e.g., [3] ) that the first three of them can actually be different in a stronger way with respect to the cardinality.
Thus, following this line, it is natural to look for a space for which the cardinality of the collection of all H-sets is strictly less than the cardinality of the collection of all closed relatively H-closed sets.
Let I be the unit interval and D the set of rational numbers of 1. Let X be the space whose underlying set is the unit interval and by taking as a local base for %, E X, sets oftheform{p}U((p-&,p+&)rlD) h w ere E > 0. It is straightforward to check that X is an H-closed space and that the identity function X + I is a &homeomorphism. It follows that Y i X is an H-set in X iff Y is an H-set in 1. Thus, the cardinality of the set of H-sets of X is the same as the cardinality of the set of closed sets of I which is c. On the other hand, every subset of an H-closed space is relatively H-closed. But X is an H-closed space with X\D (= set of irrationals in I) as a closed discrete subset. It follows that the cardinality of the set of closed, relative H-closed subsets of X is 2'.
